2022-10-27 - Fedora Tech Meeting

Time/Place

This meeting is a hybrid teleconference and slack chat. Anyone is welcome to join...here's the info:

- Time: 11:00am Eastern Daylight Time US (UTC-4)
- Audio/Video Conference Link:
  - https://lyrasis.zoom.us/j/81195576163?pwd=MkIvektGQVhYdGpkZndNOE1DbG5UZz09
  - Meeting ID: 811 9557 6163
  - Find your local number: https://lyrasis.zoom.us/u/kKttE88vD
  - Join us on the #Tech channel on Fedora Slack: https://forms.gle/MjgCvNch7eaRoXRb8

Attendees

1. Danny Bernstein
2. Arran Griffith
3. Jared Whiklo - Chair
4. Ben Pennell
5. Michael Ritter
6. Demian Katz
7. Jon Roby
8. James Alexander
9. Thomas Bernhart

**Each week a meeting chair will be assigned based on a rotating schedule.**

- denotes note taker

Agenda

1. Announcements:
   a. Fedora Docker Conversation date finalized - Nov 1 @ 11am Eastern
   b. Lyrasis CEO announcement
   c. Fedora Developer announcement
2. Pop-up/Other Topics:
   a. Samvera updates from Samvera Connect on Valkyrie and Hyrax
      i. https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RYxBRdMyYjxJlnQK9KTMVuOu2FJEj0y/view?usp=sharing
   b. GitHub analytics?
      i. Danny and Mike had started chatting about this at the Fedora staff meeting last week
   c. Scale testing Fedora 6
3. Migration Updates: This is the OCFL & S3 documentation that seemed to be out of date with respect to support for MariaDB - https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/FEDORA6x/Amazon+S3
4. Updates on
   a. in progress and older but still relevant open tickets
   b. In Review:
5. New tickets:
   a. FCREPO-3859 - Non default (<> subject statements misrepresented in binary resources CLOSED
   b. FCREPO-3858 - Allow both ldp:hasMemberRelation and ldp:isMemberOfRelation for DirectContainers OPEN
   c. FCREPO-3853 - PUT returning 404 OPEN
6. Backlog Tickets to consider working:

Notes:

Announcements:
Fedora Docker Conversation date finalized - Thanks to Thomas for setting it up, Nov 1 @ 11am Eastern
invites went out, ask arran for invites if needed, 8-10 have accepted invitations
commiters leaders call cancelled next week in lieu of docker conversation

Lyrasis CEO announcement
Email has been sent out, John Wilkins is the new CEO, starts dec 1st
transition period between current and new CEOs
Fedora Developer announcement
Dan Field is the new part time developer, starts jan 3rd, hopefully finishing migration at library of wales before starting in new role, will start attending meetings

Pop-up/Other Topics:
Samvera updates from Samvera Connect on Valkyrie and Hyrax
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RYxBRdMyYjixJlnQK9kTMVu2FJEj0y/view?usp=sharing
Ben is at samvera connect
presented yesterday about fedora 6 and pathways to fedora 6
attended product meeting, daniel pierce chart (link above) for pathways for hyrax with valkyrie 3 and active fedora
valkyrie vectors pass tests for 4.5 and 6 but no one is using them in production
some componanets of valkyrie not ready for samvera, but connectors are built
fedora talk went very well
Berlin State library using fedora 6 still with active fedora and samvera app on the front end

GitHub analytics?
Danny and Mike had started chatting about this at the Fedora staff meeting last week
discussion about sourceforge metrics, having github metrics
Danny - do we need an automated monthly metric report? who is the audience?
Arran - useful for governance, who is using fedora, how many downloads?
downloads as a minimum for the report, track it over quarters so we have historical data
Danny - downloads, total forks, clones, (stars?)
will create ticket for this work (github analytics)

Scale testing Fedora 6
all use cases are different, but useful to have a number of binaries/etc to tell
people
Jared - number of items it can handle? how quickly? example could be Berlin?
Arran - berlin only migrated 30k objects, question came from andrew, have we tried stress testing the system, generating binaries, perform
searches, etc
Jared - stress testing could be expensive for s3 storage, etc
Danny - project has old stress test scripts that need to be updated (jmeter?)
andrew did this previously and got to 20 million objects
Jared - not sure what kind of objects those 20 mil were, previous tests tested each type of object, maybe we test multiple types simulataneously?
maybe random obj types and specify a max disk size to fill?
Danny - writing a script to generate a certain number of objects, with certain range of child objects or a depth of tree, large files and/or small files to
stress test, will create a ticket for that work.
Arran - can we poll the community to see who is using 6 and how many objects they have, as a rought idea of what is attainable. make this an
action item

Migration Updates:
Demian - setting up production servers, no news
James - asks if there are problems mounting NFS from Azure. should be the same as AWS. no one has tried this.
Calvin - good. higher priorities so not much work. Has a subset of their items, Has 1 mil objects in XML format
James - asked about documentation for OCFL/MariaDB/Postgresql connectors. Arran suggested the Code4Lib slack channel would be a good place
to ask. jared suggested that maybe OCFL-java was updated and other projects needed to be updated.

Updates on
in progress and older but still relevant open tickets:
Mike R - FCREPO-3830 acl for transactions, PR soon, need integration test
talked with Danny about migration validator ticket FCREPO-3845, could not replicate behaviour
In Review:

New tickets:
FCREPO-3859 - Non default (<> subject statements misrepresented in binary resources Received
Jared - problem seems a PUT to the binary description being altered, probably mis-implementation issue. code might be stripping subjects as they
come in. found fedora reads binaries one way and migration tool writes them another way, so uses the binary URI. checks if using the binary URI and this
might be why.

FCREPO-3858 - Allow both ldp:hasMemberRelation and ldp:memberOfRelation for DirectContainers Received
Jared - seems can only use one at a time?
Danny - difference between the two calls?
Jared - its direct vs indirect containers and no one really remembers, would have to remember how each one works, would have to either fix the code
or shelve it if no one uses it.

FCREPO-3853 - PUT returning 404
Jared - repeatedly adding and removing a container eventually makes the system crash
Mike R - not had time to work on this ticket this week, takes time to run test
Jared - be nice to get a stack trace or logs of a crash, maybe its resources?
Mike R - says it only happens sporadically every 1 to 2 days. Ask Justin Merz if it happens again if he can grab logs or a stack trace

Backlog Tickets to consider working:
FCREPO-3857 update ocll-java to 1.5.x
Mike R - might also bring in ocll 1.1
Jared - Peter did work to support that, maybe, not sure if active code
Danny - will take this ticket
FCREPO-3856 - builds fail sometimes
   Jared- not sure what is failing, seems to be containment table is not created and tests fail. Database sporadically seems to not create table. Might be dependent on testing platform resources (RAM?)
   Danny - will take this ticket

FCREPO-3852 - 500 Error for WebUI
   Jared - Danny responded in the ticket that it should be resolved with FCREPO-3818